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assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use-
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that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe-
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mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof.
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof.
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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the role of organizational and management factors in nuclear power plant
safety through the use of operating experiences. The ASSET reports of thirteen plants (total thirty
events) have been analyzed in term of twenty organizational dimensions (factors) identified by
Brookhaven National Laboratory and Pennsylvania State University. For three plants detailed
results are reported in this paper. The results of thirteen plants are summarized in the form of a
table. The study tends to confirm that organizational and management factors play an important
role in plant safety. The twenty organizational dimensions and their definitions, in general, were
adequate in this study. Formalization, Safety Culture, Technical Knowledge, Training, Roles-
Responsibilities and Problem Identification appear to be key organizational factors which
influence the safety of nuclear power plants studied.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission has been carrying out a research program on the
influence of the quality of organization and management on risk for nuclear power plants for
many years. One effort is to study the characteristics of organizational factors and how they
influence safety through the use of operating experiences. The path we have chosen is to analyze
each of a large number of ASSET (Assessment of Safety Significant Events Team) reports [1]
in terms of twenty organizational dimensions (factors) [2, 3], identifying those organizational
dimensions which appear to play a significant role in the operating events chosen for detailed
analysis by the ASSET teams. Other significant occurrences discussed in the ASSET reports are
also examined. We look for patterns for each nuclear power plant (NPP) and correlations among
them. We found a considerable correlation between these dimensions and the management related
recommendations made by the ASSET teams.

These twenty organizational dimensions (factors) were proposed by Brookhaven National
Laboratory (BNL) and Pennsylvania State University as a comprehensive set related to the safe
operations of nuclear power plants. The definitions of these twenty organizational dimensions are
listed in Table 1. The ASSET program is offered by the IAEA to assist nuclear organizations
in their reviews of operating experiences. The teams prepare a written report [1] to the nuclear
installation, a report which focuses on operational experience, the effectiveness of the
organization in correcting problems, and, in particular, the depth and adequacy of root cause
analysis.

2. ASSET ROOT CAUSE ANALYSIS

ASSET reports follow the same structure, and more importantly, they perform root cause analysis
deep into the organization and management level; thus, they provide a very useful database for
the study. In ASSET reports, the team usually chooses one or more significant events to analyze.
This includes the description of the event, the logic of occurrences and their direct and root
causes. The team also gives recommendations and general lessons learned. In our analysis, we
try to examine the organisational and management relevant occurrences and their direct and root
cause with the twenty organizational dimensions taxonomy, thus identifying in which
organizational domains the weaknesses lie.

Two notes need be made here. First, Safety Culture is only one of the twenty dimensions in
BNL's taxonomy. Second, ASSET reports frequently suggest surveillance control or program
deficiencies as a root cause in many events. We interpret this to mean that the plant's activities
are not clearly defined and carried out, and attribute this to the dimension Roles-Responsibilities.

Thirteen plants and a total of thirty events are analyzed. The results are listed in Table 2. In the
table the numbers are relevant times of occurrences in each event. In the following, three event
analyses of three plant are given in detail. The words in italics are quoted from the ASSET
reports. Our choice of dimensions for each occurrence follows immediately below.

2.1. Leningrad (Russia) NPP Event Analysis [4]
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Event: Fuel damage followed by release of unfiltered gases outside the plant on March 24,1992
Brief Description of the Event: On March 24,1992, Unit 3 was operating at full power. The flow

of water to one channel decreased sharply suddenly. The channel tube ruptured and in
approximate by 5 seconds high core cavity pressure initiated a fast emergency reactor trip
and turbine generator shutdown, and closing of the flow of helium and nitrogen to the
core cavity. In addition, the fuel channel integrity monitoring system showed high
moisture levels in the core cavity.

Occurrence 1. Unexpected closing of regulating valve.
Problem Identification, Organizational Learning, Technical Knowledge

Direct cause of Occurrence 1:
(1) Deviation in the thermal treatment (manufacturing weakness). Cracks initiated.

Technical Knowledge
(2) Extra force applied to close valve (operating practices).

Formalization, Technical Knowledge, Organizational Learning, Training
Root cause of Occurrence 1:
(1) Inadequate detection of manufacturing weaknesses. Incorrect quality control.

Roles-Responsibilities, Problem Identification, Safety Culture
(2) Inadequate detection of valve cracks in service (surveillance program).

Roles-Responsibilities, Resource Allocation

Occurrence 2. Lack of logic system for this situation.
Technical Knowledge, Problem Identification, Communication-Interdepartmental, Training

Direct cause of Occurrence 2:
(1) The automatic switch over from air release to filtered vent was not actuated by the core

cavity overpressure signal (design).
Technical Knowledge

(2) The lack of logic system was not recognized by plant staff since start of operation.
Safety Culture, Problem Identification, Technical Knowledge

Root cause of Occurrence 2:
(1) The commissioning tests failed to check all the safety actuations that should work with

the core cavity overpressure signal.
Technical Knowledge

(2) (Inadequate policy of Surveillance) The operating experience feed back had no
opportunity to discover the lack of system.
Roles-Responsibilities, Communication-Interdepartmental

Occurrence 3. Procedures fail to give guidance for manual switch over to filtered vent.
Technical Knowledge, Formalization

Direct cause of Occurrence 3:
(1) Technological Procedures were not written to cope with failure or non-operation of

Localization System, thus resulting in delay of air release to filtered vent.
Formalization, Technical Knowledge

(2) The complex shift organization and divided responsibilities made it difficult to recognize
and act on problem.
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Communication-Intradepartmental, Roles-Responsibilities
Root cause of Occurrence 3:
(1) Operations staff were not aware that Localization System logic would not operate for a

channel rupture.
Technical Knowledge

(2) Lack of clear Design Basis document to clarify the systems operation, specifically for
channel rupture.
Technical Knowledge, Roles-Responsibilities

2.2. Fessenheim (France) NPP Event Analysis [5]

Event A: Incidental transient caused by automatic reactor shutdown due to steam generator level
control problems at reduced power level at Unit 1, July 29,1986

Brief Description of the Event: The Unit was undergoing start-up. Main feedwater control was
in the by-pass (low-flow) regime, and, as power increased, there were repeated problems
in maintaining steiam generator levels. At about 20% of nominal full power, transfer from
by-pass flow control to main (full-flow) control initiated. There followed a rapid rise in
steam generator level, 2 seconds later this reached the "very high" level and the turbine
tripped automatically. Shortly afterwards, steam generator levels fell to "very low",
producing an automatic reactor scram.

Occurrence 1. The operating procedure failed to give adequate guidance to the operator who
performed transfer from by-pass flow control to main (full-flow) control.
Formalization

Latent weakness / direct cause of Occurrence 1:
(1) The latent weakness was a failure in the procedure to properly alert the operator to the

problems which he may encounter with the feedwater control system.
Formalization, Resource Allocation

(2) Relatively speaking, the procedure effectively degraded during its lifetime since it had not
been sufficiently adapted to meet the well-known plant problems.
Formalization, Safety Culture

Root cause of Occurrence 1:
(1) The deficiency lies in the lack of a comprehensive system for review of Operating

Procedures, which should ensure that the operator is constantly reminded of potential
problem areas.
Formalization, Roles-Responsibilities

(2) Whilst there was good evidence of thorough investigation of incidents, the lessons learnt
do not appear to have been carried through by a process of automatically reviewing
procedures and constantly seeking to up-to-date them.
Safety Culture

Occurrence 2. The operator failed to perform the transfer carefully.
Technical Knowledge, Ownership

Occurrence 3. The calibration setting of the main feedwater regulator valve was not correctly
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adjusted.
Technical Knowledge

Occurrence 4. The regulator valve failed to perform as expected.
Latent weakness / direct cause of Occurrence 4:
(1) The latent weakness was the standard of the design, both of the feedwater system

generally and of the feedwater control system in particular.
Organizational Learning, Resource Allocation

Root cause of Occurrence 4:
(1) There was no deficiency in identifying the feedwater system design shortcoming, but

solutions were not quickly addressed.
Safety Culture, Resource Allocation

(2) There was no evidence of a strong policy to implement quickly and efficiently
modifications required to correct a design deficiency.
Safety Culture

Occurrence 5. The operator failed to control Steam Generator level.
Technical Knowledge, Training

2.3. Smolensk (Russia) NPP Event Analysis [6]

Event B: Mechanical debris introduced in the primary coolant circuit Repetitive error during
refuelling on 12/6/91

Brief Description of the Event: During full power operation preparations were being made to
refuel channel 41-40. At 3:45 hrs during the unsealing of the channel, an additional
rotational load was applied to the seal plug. Following the elevation of the fuel elements
into the refueling machine, it was detected that the fuel assembly had become detached
from the plug and suspender bar. The reactor was manually scrammed in accordance with
regulations, and recovery operation initiated. Following the removal of the two elements,
debris was found in the fuel channel which was hypothesized to have passed into the
primary circuit during ECCS testing on June 91, and which had probably been introduced
during construction. A similar event took place 32 days later on channel 41-42. The
Commission failed to recognize the possibility of debris in primary circuit.

Occurrence 1. Procedure fails to achieve removal of all debris from ECCS during construction.
Formalization, Technical Knowledge, Organizational Learning, Safety Culture

Occurrence 2. ECCS not constructed to prohibit debris transfer into primary circuit.
Technical Knowledge, Problem Identification, Organizational Learning

Occurrence 3. Procedure fails to prevent refuelling machine operator from restarting unsealing
motor after it tripped.
Formalization

Direct cause/latent -weakness of Occurrence 3.
(1) Procedure for unscrewing fuel channel plugs did not provide the refueling machine
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operator with adequate guidance.
Formalization

(2) Quality control of procedure to operate the refueling machine during the unscrewing of
seal plug is deficiency.
Roles-Responsibilities

Root cause of Occurrence 3.
(1) Inadequate detection of procedural shortcomings.

Safety Culture, Roles-Responsibilities
(2) Operational feedback of anomalies during refuelling operations not used in procedural

upgrading.
Safety Culture

Occurrence 4. Commission fails to recognize the possibility of debris in primary circuit and
recommends reactor start-up.
Technical Knowledge, Time Urgency

Direct cause/latent weakness of Occunence 4:
(1) Inadequate investigation and in depth analysis by the Investigation Commission.

Technical Knowledge, Goal Prioritization
(2) Time constraint placed on Commission.

Time Urgency
Root cause of Occurrence 4:
(1) Current investigation methodology of event inadequate.

Technical Knowledge
(2) Management support for root cause analysis training limited.

Safety Culture

Occurrence 5. Operator failed to follow procedure.
Technical Knowledge, Training

Direct cause/latent weakness of Occurrence 5.
(1) Operator fails to follow new seal plug unscrewing procedure due to familiarity with

previous practices and inattention to detail.
Ownership, Safety Culture, Technical Knowledge

(2) Deficiency in training of operator in use of new procedure for unscrewing seal plug.
Training

Root cause of Occurrence 5:
(1) Inadequate detection of personnel proficiency.

Performance Evaluation
(2) Inadequate surveillance policy for personnel proficiency.

Roles-Responsibilities

2.4. Results

Though the number of samples is too small to give statistical data and to draw conclusions, the
study still sheds some light First, The twenty organizational factors in general are an adequate
taxonomy. We are relatively satisfied with the definitions of the twenty organizational
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dimensions. We usually can relate the organizational weakness in the events to one or more
dimensions. Second, for essentially every plant studied, Formalization, Roles-Responsibilities,
Safety Culture, and Technical Knowledge played a role in each event This is suggestive of a
pattern which might warrant: (1) greater emphasis on these dimensions, and (2) a spot check at
Other aspects of the plant to see if these deficiencies are common. For a few plants (Kozloduy,
Fessenheim) training was a contributor to each event, which is possibly suggestive of a
deficiency. Problem Identification appeared frequently for Balakovo, Kozloduy, and Novoronezh.

3. CONCLUSION

From the study, we believe that the results are generally representative, although the samples are
small. The organizational factors do play an important role in reactor safety. The twenty
organizational dimensions and their definitions, in general, were adequate for this analysis.
Formalization, Safety Culture, Technical Knowledge, Roles-Responsibilities, Training and
Problem Identification appear to be key organizational factors which influence reactor safety in
essentially all the nuclear power plants.
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Table 1. Definitions of the Organization Factors
Centralization: Centralization refers to the extent to which decision-making and/or authority is localized

in one area or among certain people or groups.
Communication-External: External communication refers to the exchange of information, both formal and

informal, between the plants, its parent organization, and external organizations (e.g., NRC, state,
and public).

Communication-Interdepartmental: Interdepartmental communication refers to the exchange of
information, both formal and informal, between the different departments or units within the plant.
It includes both the top-down and bonom-up communication networks.
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Communication-Intradepartmcntal: communication refers to the exchange of information, both formal and
informal, within a given department or unit in the plant It includes both the top-down and bottom-
up communication networks. .

Coordination of Work: Coordination of work refers to the planning, integration, and implememation of
the work activities of individuals and groups.

Formalization: Formalizaticn refers; to the extent to which there are well-identified rules, procedures,
and/or standardized methods for routine activities as well as unusual occurrences.

Goal Prioritfcation: Goal prioritization refers to the extent to which plant personnel understand, accept,
and agree with the purpose and relevance of goals.

Organizational Culture: Organizational culture refers to plant personnel's shared perceptions of the
organization. It includes the traditions, values, customs, practices, goals, and socialization
processes that endure over time and that distinguish an organization from others. It defined the
"personality" of the organization.

Organizational Learning: Organizational learning refers to the degree to which plant personnel and the
organization use knowledge gained from past experiences to improve future performance.

Organizational Knowledge: Organisational knowledge refers to the understanding plant personnel have
regarding the interactions of organizational subsystems and the way in which work is actually
accomplished within the plant.

Ownership: Ownership refers to the degree to which plant personnel take personal responsibility for their
actions and the consequences of the actions. It also includes commitment to and pride in the
organization.

Performance Evaluation: Performance evaluation refers to the degree to which plant personnel are
provided with fair assessments of their work-related behaviors. It includes regular feedback with
an emphasis on improvement of future performance.

Personnel Selection: Personnel selection refers to the degree to which the plant personnel are identified
with the requisite knowledge, experiences, skills, and abilities to perform a given job.

Problem Identification: Problem identification refers to the extent to which the organization encourages
plant personnel to draw upon knowledge, experience, and current information to identify problems.

Resource Allocation: Resource allocation refers to the manner in which the plant distributes its financial
resource. It includes both the actual distribution of resource as well as individual perceptions of
this distribution.

Roles-Responsibilities: Roles and responsibilities refer to the degree to which plant personnel and
departmental work activities are clearly defined and carried out

Safety Culture: Safety culture refers; to the characteristics of the work environment, such as the norms,
rules, and common understandings, that influence plant personnel's perceptions of the importance
that the organization places on safety. It includes the degree to which a critical, questioning
attitude exists that is directed towards plant improvement

Technical Knowledge: Teclinical knowledge refers to the depth and breath of requisite understanding
plant personnel have regarding plant design and systems, and of phenomena and events that bear
on plant safety.

Time Urgency: Time urgency refers to the degree to which plant personnel perceive schedule pressure
while completing various tasks.

Training: Training refers 10 the degree to which plant personnel are provided with the requisite
knowledge and skills to perform tasks safely and effectively. It also refers to plant personnel
perceptions regarding the general usefulness of the training programs.
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Table 2. Organizational Weaknesses of the Plants
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